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Abstract

The effort by the government to eradicate insurgency has been slow and costly in terms of public funds spent, lives and properties lost. This has made the citizenry to question the efficacy of the methodology adopted by the government to wipe out the menace. It is against this backdrop that this paper uses the documentary research method to examine the reason why the government is unable to contain the threat of insurgency in Nigeria. In the review, it was discovered that government’s agencies’ opportunistic behavior accounts for the poor performance of the government to wipe out insurgency in Nigeria. To effectively manage the situation this paper recommends that the government should mitigate the corruption entrenched in her security agencies, enhance the capabilities of her security agencies by providing them appropriate working tools, engender participatory governance, stimulate inclusive economic development that will reduce poverty.
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1. Introduction

Insurgency and its associated insecurity trouble is a global problem that has continued to challenge state authority today. Some countries have been able, independently, to effectively quell such uprising others are still grappling with the problem of how best to handle it. The inability of most countries to handle the situation effectively has in part exacerbated social disorder in those countries. Conflicts the outcome of perceived irreconcilable opposing interest, concerns, needs and positions between individuals, groups, organization/institutions and societies that have interacted whether in ad-hoc or permanent relations. It is aggravated by the desire of one group to attain its selfish interest (Nnamdi 2005 cited in Akume 2011:4) over those of the other groups. Conflicts an a nevident character of social interactions could be functional or dysfunctional. It is functional when the different parties to the dispute openly and sincerely engage in resolving it. It is however, dysfunctional if the process of resolving the rowhas an overtly coercive or contentious character (Gurr cited in Danjos 2012).

Factors that accounts for conflicts in society according to Amusan and Jegede (2012:78-80) are poverty, migration, resources, and domination. The elements that fuel such disagreement are inequalities, exclusion and bad governance; these are prevalent in most developing societies and Nigeria is not an exception. The poor management of these elements is often the remote cause of conflict. Although, Nigeria is crises prone, the post-2009 Boko-Haram aggression represents a whole new dimension to violent crisis Nigeria has experienced in the past. The range of narratives that have grown around the group’s origins, motivations, and future plans remains a matter of debate (Shuriye and Huud 2013:107) but the reality of their destructive force was not in doubt owing to the havoc its unleashed on the northeast, on the federal capital, Abuja, the persistent violent attacks on communities, government institutions, the United Nations building, and churches (Shuriye and Huud 2013:107).

In a bid to curtail the wanton destruction of lives and properties orchestrated by the group, the government had sought to eliminate the challenge with little impact just as the activity of the group has continued unabated. The question that this paper seeks to answer is why was the government unable to stamp-out the Boko Haram challenge in Nigeria from during this period? Arising from this question the objective of this paper is to examine the main reason that have undermined the government effectively mitigating the insurgency question in Nigeria. To achieve this goal this paper adopted and utilized the qualitative and analytical research methods. These methods assisted this paper to carefully identify and examine the different but interlinking factors that combine to undermine government capacity to curb insurgency in Nigeria from 2009-2015.
2. The Boko-Haram: Origin, Causes and Acceptability

There are conflicting accounts on the origin of the sect in northern Nigeria. The first account holds that the sect is a splinter group of the Maitatsine that evolved in the 1970s. The Maitatsine leader had a strong distaste for Western influence as well as refused to accept the legitimacy of the state (Danjibo 2009:6-15). Another account attributes the origin of the sect to a group of radical Islamist youths who worshiped at the Al-Haji Muhammadu Ndimi Mosque in Maiduguri, the capital of Borno state in the 1990s (ICG 2014:7). The sect was radical in its teaching and had large followership in most states in northern Nigeria. It was however, in Borno, Yobe and Bauchi states, that the group initially enjoyed significant influence and sympathy before its influence spread to some other states in northern Nigeria. The easy acceptability of the group in the North was because of its call for the Islamization of the region, and if possible the whole of the country. Although this remains adversative to the secular nature of the Nigeria-state, the desire fittingly aligned with the expressed desire of some Northern Muslim elites who cherished the idea of changing the secular character of Nigeria to one governed and regulated by the purist Sharia Islamic code (Oivasogie 2013:25). To those who hold such desire, the belief was that establishing a governmental system that is based on strict Islamic code will address the ills of society, including corruption and bad governance (ICG 2014:9) that is pervasive in Nigeria. Given this backdrop, the group supported opposition to the Muslim establishment and the government (Alao et al., 2012:5) that is opposed to the attainment of this goal.

The involvement of the group in Borno state politics further strengthened its popularity and acceptability. In short, it was Ali Modu Sherrif who had co-opted the group into his political machinery in order to guarantee his election victory against the PDP candidate and Mala, Kachalla of the AD in the contest for the governorship of Borno state in 2003. After his electoral victory, Ali Modu Sherrif appointed Baju Fo (who was the representative of the sect) as the commissioner for religious affairs as a settlement for the sect’s support that earned him election success (ICG 2014). The rosy relationship between Ali Modu Sherrif and Boko-Haram was however short lived because the sect was becoming too intrusive, dictatorial and imposing on the state government. The embittered relationship led to the resignation of Baju Fo as commissioner for religious affairs. The decision by Baju Fo was quickly and gladly accepted by governor, Ali Modu Sherrif.

In Maiduguri, the sour relationship between the group and the government was no less eventful. The severed relation had provoked the sect’s leader’s antagonistic preaching of vilifying the governor of corruption and for failing to wholly implement the Sharia legal system as it ought to be. The unpleasant relationship degenerated to the point that the Borno state government instituted a legal case of treason against the group in an Abuja high court. The bitter relationship between the group and the government occasioned the group to seek support from other groups which it generously got in cash and kind. To garner local support, Mohammed Yusuf, the late leader of the Boko Haram used the funds to establish a cooperative society that catered for the needs of her member as well as to assist them set up self-sustaining businesses. This act by Mohammed Yusuf further stimulated the sect’s acceptability among northern Muslims most especially in the northeast.

Aside from the outcome, the degeneration of relationship between the group and the state government triggered three different but significantly related events in the reconfiguration of the Boko-Haram. The first event was the mass movement of some of the group members to Yobe State, evidently to set up a separate community with the aim of returning to a life under true Islamic law, that evolves a more perfect society away from the corrupt establishment (Shuriye and Huud 2013:109) the government represented. The second event was the self-exile of Yusuf Mohammed, the original leader of the group to Saudi Arabia while the third event relates to the fragmentation of the group into cells with different leaders. Most of the new leaders of the splinter groups felt disillusioned with the peaceful and soft manner Mohammed Yusuf, was handling the soured relations. The third event did not only alter the non-violent character of the sect but made the control of the other split difficult. Similarly, the initial peaceful nature that caused some members of the group to relocate to Yobe also was short-lived because of the uneasy relational nature the group had with its immediate neighbours. Most often, the sect members were engaged in confrontations with their neighbouring community which resulted in police intervention. The bloody outcome the intervention provoked the sect’s reprisal attack on some police formations in the state. The attack on police formations resulted in killing as well as the confiscation of police weapons in Dapachi, Babbagana, Kanama in Yobe state (ICG 2014:10) by members of the sect.

Understanding the main cause of insurgency in Nigeria’s northeast will require a brief reflection on three theoretical perspectives which are the human development theory, Islamic state theory and political feud/elite conspiracy theory (Egbekale 2013:10-14; Anyandike 2013:14-16 and ICG 2014:1). The thesis of the human development model is that poverty is the cause of deprivation and frustration and it is linked to violent conflict and insecurity. Contrastingly, Osei-Brown (2012) contends that the nature of violence in northern Nigeria has never been poverty induced but rather fuelled by religious differences. While these views are partly plausible, we cannot discard the fact that the stark poverty,
malnutrition, environmental degradation, marginalization in the centralized federation (IDEA, 2001:263) may also in part impel some into insurgency. Despite the challenge faced by this region, religious conflict is not the main problem of the area, although a sense of alienation and deprivation persist (IDEA, 2001:263) many of its residents. While that the region is faced by serious development challenge, it is also true that the region is not the hardest hit by poverty incidence in Nigeria. This is evidenced by the fact that the northwest geopolitical zone has the highest average poverty rate (77.6%); this is followed by northeast (74.5%) and northcentral (68.1%) (Sowumi et al., 2012:66; BBC 2012). Based on the above data, using the poverty narrative to justify the cause of insurgency in the northeast region of Nigeria is less impressive but it cannot be ignored absolutely as a non-causative factor.

The Islamic state theory emphasizes the desire to institutionalize Islam over the Nigerian political space through the instrumentality of the jihad as the cause of the violence. The goal of Islamizing the north is not solely the idea of the Boko-Haram neither should it be blamed for it. For many, establishing an Islamic state in the north (ICG 2014:8) was not negotiable. Before the rise of Boko-Haram, there have been upsurge of Islamic reformist minded groups in Northern Nigeria who share broadly a common stated goal of adopting and implementing a purist vision of Islam based on the Sharia legal system. The struggle to Islamize the north using state power could be traced to 1965 and peaked in 2000 (IDEA, 2001:75) with most northern states governors adopting the Sharia legal system (IDEA, 2001:75) in 2000 in their different jurisdictions.

The third narrative is framed around the political feud/elite political theory which portrays northern elite strong desire by to wrest back political power that the region had lost to a southern minority. To this group the political power to govern is seen as a birth right which should not be given away; and if it has been lost, it should be possessed using whatever method possible. Theory also holds that the Boko-Haram is a political tool used by aggrieved northern elites to make the country ungovernable for President Jonathan who had deprived the north of her opportunity to rule by contesting for the presidency in 2011. Their grievance is built on an argument that since the two terms of the south had been exhausted by President Obasanjo it was the turn of the north to rule even after the sudden death of President Yar’ Adua in 2009, despite the express provision by the constitutional that the vice president is to complete that term. Failure to stop the vice president from becoming the president after the death of the president, the decision by President Jonathan to contest for a second term did not go down well with the northern hegemonic groups who saw the decision of the incumbent president to re-contest the presidential election as depriving the North of its right to rule.

This may have explained the group frustration, silence and unwillingness of northern elders to outrightly condemn in strong terms the activities of the group in the region. On the contrary, the silence in some quarters may not be unconnected with the fact that those who earlier condemned the activities of the group were silenced; such was the case of the General Shuwa. This glaring danger may have informed the decision of some of the northern elders to keep their mute to the activities of the Boko-Haram even though some of them may not be pleased with what was happening. Although, one may be tempted to agree that the various theories are at best speculative. But, given the deepening poverty (WorldBank 2011 &2013), the establishment of Sharia legal system in most states in northern Nigeria by the state government, coupled with the ungodly political struggle among contesting groups to wrest control over state power, one cannot but concur that these presuppositions may in part combine to influence and fuel the Boko-Haram challenge.

Accepting or dispelling the espoused substance and flaws in the three dominant competing narratives about the causes of the Boko-Haram crises has not take away the impact they have in shaping public thinking (Egbekwe 2013:14) about the existence of the group. From whatever perspective one sees the Boko-Haram phenomenon, it is not unacceptable to conclude that the group is driven by Islamic ideology (Aghedo and Osumah 2012:858) that is not only inspired by a real intention to institute the pure practice of Islam law (Anyandike 2013:14) and caliphate in Nigeria but also as a political tool for undermining the efficacy of a government that is not anointed by and subject to the control of the powerful elites in the North. It should be understood that the political elites in Nigeria only play the religious card to achieve their self-centric goals, just as history has shown that religious laws have often been used by amoral charlatans for their selfish purposes (IDEA, 2001:85) to the disadvantage of the larger Nigerian population who are not within their circle irrespective of religious or ethnic background.

3. What Went Wrong: Piecing Together the Issues

The nature of the sect is overclouded by controversy because of the activities of other criminal groups and politicians that have covertly used the tactics of the group to inflict pains on their victim and opponents. This multi-composition has reaffirmed by Alhaji Ibrahim Gaidam, the recent past governor of Yobe state who observed that there are three types of Boko-Haram in operation in the northeast. These are:(i) criminal groups’ who are not connected to the real Boko-Haram but who’s immoral activities is easily ascribed to the group; however, upon careful investigation some of those ills
are traceable to the handiwork of bandits operating under the mask of the sect. ii) the second group are the politicians that driven by the desire to settle scores by assassinating (Shuriye and Huud 2013:107) perceived political opponents. These nefarious acts have been easy to execute due to the nature of political engagement in Nigeria that is characterized by disrespect for due process, tension, assassination (Akuul 2011:19) and violence. iii) Last but not the least is the real Boko-Haram. The fact that the real Boko-Haram has denied some of those shootings and bombings that fit its pattern of attack also evidences this truth yet it is believed in some quarters that the group had expanded beyond its religious composition to include not only Islamic militants, but criminal elements and disgruntled politicians as well (Alao et al., 2012:6).

A careful look at the origin of Boko-Haram shows that its initial activities were not associated with violence and destruction even though it had extremist religious character. Why did the sect resort to violence and destruction at the magnitude being experienced in northern Nigeria? The answer is not unconnected with the politics and repressive intervention of the Nigerian police on issues of civil engagement (Alemika 2010:6). The manner the security agencies, particularly, the Nigerian police, have extorted (Akuul 2011:19), harassed and brutalized and in some instances, involved in extra-judicial killing of innocent citizens in questionable circumstances which most often the government fails to atone for (Alemika 2000:21; NOPRIN 2007; Zumwe 2012:136 and Okeshola 2013), remain an issue of concern and may not be guiltless.

A critical review of the situation show that, from 2002 to 2008, the group had conducted its activities peacefully even though there were concerns about the critical tone of the preaching of the leader of BH Mohammed Yusuf against the government. On several occasions, the SSS had invited the leader of the group for questioning but he was released on all occasion because the SSS had no reason to detain him. Between 2003 and 2004, despite the presumed peaceful façade exhibited by the group’s members there are evidence of sporadic clash between the members of BH and its neighbouring community over fishing rights to a local pound in Yobe state. Those intermittent clashes had brought them into direct confrontation with the police. In most of those confrontations, the groups’ members were well prepared; they were able to overpower the police and confiscated their weapons. The failure of the police to bring the situation under control necessitated the drafting of the military to quell the clash. The presence of the military provoked a row which about seventy of the group members were killed by the army (Shuriye and Huud 2013:109).

The obstinate disposition of some members of the sect to observe the law imposing the use of motorcycle helmet also caused altercation with the police during the burial of some of its members in Maiduguri. The law legalizing the use of motorcycle helmet came into effect on January 1st, 2008 but by January, 2009 when the police clashed with some of the sect’s members over the non-use of the helmet, compliance with that law all over Nigeria was almost non-existent. The only groups that complied with that law were the army and airforce personnel. Even the men and officers of the Nigerian police that were to enforce the law did not respect it. As such, forcing the members of the sect to adhere to that law when even most of the men and officers the Nigerian police did not respect it was a clear evidence of intimidation. Despite this sheer act of police intimidation, it was least expected that the members of the sect will take the law into their hands to attack police formations in some part of Maiduguri the Borno state capital with devastating effects.

As usual, the military was present in to curb the mayhem unleashed by the sect. The adamant and continued reprisal attacks on police formations by the sect members clearly showed that the group was heading for an all out conflict with the state. The inability of the sect members to exercise self-restrain and caution in dealing with the police subsequently resulted in the police killing of Yusuf (Shuriye and Huud 2013:109), the leader of the Boko-Haram sect, Baju, Foi and Baba Fuggu. Furthermore, the police went ahead to arrest many of its members, assembled them somewhere in the northern part of Nigeria, shot and killed them one by one. Sadly, the government did nothing to condemn or ensure that those responsible for the extra-judicial killings were punished (Alao et al., 2012:6). This situation in 2009 and other politically related issues were the high watermark that further soured the once assumed cordial relationship between the Boko-Haram and the Borno State government, and later the Nigerian state.

In all this, it is evident that politics played a role in the crisis (ICG 2014:16). Obviously, the recruitment of some of the sect members by some politicians to help them win to election after which they were dumped by those who used them did not help matters. The obvious truth is that there is a strong affiliation of the sect members to some politicians. In short, the sect members were very instrumental in guaranteeing election victory desperate politicians at all cost by recruiting the members of the sect to rig and intimidate opponents during the 2011 elections in their favour but dumped them after winning the election. The failure of those politicians to compensate the sect members did not go down well with the those sect members; the consequence was that the aggrieved members of the sect in seeking revenge, decided to use the guns and bombs procured by the politicians to intimidate opponents to fight the government (Alao et al., 2012:5). The altered peaceful disposition of the sect which triggered them to turn to violence with attacks on soft targets such as places of worship, markets and motor-parks, evidenced the fact that politicians had created a monster for which they have
lost control of (ICG 2014).

4. Discussion

There are other factors that have combined to undermine the government ability to eradicate insurgency but prominent among those factors is corruption. Corruption is not a strange phenomenon in Nigeria, and in the fight against insurgency its manifestation has been expressed through malfeasance, misfeasance and nonfeasance.

Malfeasance is more than stealing it is the performance by public officials of deeds that they are forbidden to perform by constitutional or statutory law or by commonly accepted moral standard… misfeasance is the improper performance of lawful duties, it involves administrative activity that is within the lawful mission of an agency but violate constitutional standard or public interest. Nonfeasance is the failure of public official to perform required duties (Grover, 2008:168 – 9).

It is an activity that public officials engage in freely. To begin with, evidence shows that since the insurgency started, the Nigerian defence budget to combat insurgency had increased from 100 billion naira ($625 million) in 2010 to 927 billion naira ($6billion) in 2011 and 1trillion ($6.25billion) naira in 2012, 2013 and 2014 (ICG 2014:30). According to the Leadership Newspaper 10th March, 2014 the federal government over a period of four years, has spent about N3.38 trillion to combat insurgency alone (Emeand Anyandike 2013:138:24-25). A thorough investigation about how those monies were spent reveals that a large sums of those monies budgeted by the government for combating insurgency were misappropriated by top government, military and other security agencies’ officials in collaboration with politicians and contractors supplying military hardware.

Military hardware contract has been a good arena for corruption, though often ignored; this is facilitated through the “offset” principle operated in defence procurement that is built into contractual conditionalities. Defense offset dictates that the purchasing government of the importing country obliges the supplying company of the exporting country to reinvest some proportion of the contract in the importing country. Since defence contracts involve great expenditure the offset arrangement is similarly large in value thus it is highly susceptible to corruption. Worse still, in many countries, there is almost no due diligence on potential improper check on beneficiaries from the offsets, no monitoring of performance on offset contracts, no audits of what was delivered compared to the pledges, and no publication of offset results, benefits or performance at all, which makes offsets an ideal arena for corruption. There are three main categories of corruption risk associated with offsets which are: i) Improperly influencing the need for a particular defence acquisition, ii) Influencing the competitive decision for the main contract in non-transparent ways and iii) it allows favours to be repaid to corrupt government officials via the offset contracts (T I, 2010, see also Gupta, et. al. (2000:1-31). The unholy manner the federal government had smuggled monies to South Africa in the name of acquiring military hardware to combat insurgency only explains the role corruption by public officials (agents) have played in undermining the effort to curtail insurgency in Nigeria.

Returning the issue of misappropriation and underpayment of foot soldiers, although the accusation has been refuted by top military and other security agencies officials, but the event that provoked some ground troop to fire at their GOC, (the commandant of 7th Division in Borno state) who was immediately replaced (Blanchard 2014:9-10) and the near mutiny (Daily Sun, Monday 1st September, 2014) situation by soldiers due to poor welfare in Adamawa state, support this fact. This has proven that that security agents’ opportunistic behaviour is one of the reasons for the government’s inability to eliminate insurgency in Nigeria. aside from the above, other factors that have undermined government capacity to curb and eradicate insurgency are underfunding, lack of equipment, poor intelligence, corruption complicity, interagency rivalries, and lack of effective political leadership (The Sun Newspaper, Monday, September 1st, 2014, Vanguard, October 11th, 2014, ICG 2014:32 & Blanchard 2014).

As it is at the federal agency level, so is corruption undermining the ability of the state governments in the northeast to appropriately cooperate with the federal government to aptly find solution to the problem of insurgency in those localities. Equally too, the corruption of politics in Nigeria reclaims behind the government’s inability to effectively battle the Boko-Haram. Politics practiced rightly is produces good human security for the citizens, on the contrary in Nigeria, it is has been used for the wrong purpose by politicians and traditional rulers even on life threatening issue such as insurgency. Enhancing human security in a comprehensive term, which has been threatened depends on politicians and traditional leaders’ greater determination and willingness to stop local support for Boko-Haram; without which the impression will persist that they are not really interested in ending the sect’s (ICG 2014:36) threats. Politically, the unwillingness of most northern politicians and traditional rulers in the region to support the federal government in its war against Boko-Haram as the local civilian JTF is doing in Borno only worsen the situation.

A compelling argument for local politicians and traditional rulers support for the group is not unconnected with
the power shift question. To its proponent, after the death of Musa Yar’ Adua was only reasonable to allow someone from the region to continue from where the late President had stopped. But the decision of the incumbent President to retain the post was interpreted as depriving the north of its right to lead the country as so, to punish him for that, BH was presumably supported to blossom as a tool for making the country ungovernable for him. It was believed in the region that cooperating with the federal government to eliminate the Boko-Haram threat was assisting the president to score a huge political point that will guarantee his reelection in 2015, if he decides to. It is no wonder that the governors of Sokoto, Kano, Niger, Jigawa, Yobe and Adamawa withdrew their membership from the ruling PDP to join the opposition party. The move was not necessarily to enrich the political process, but a way of strengthening their call for power shift to the north. It is not surprising that even when the State Security Service had alerted the government of Kano state about the intended Kano bomb attacks 48 hours before it happened in 2012, nothing was done to avert it. The governors and other northern political stalwarts are not in it alone. Some northern traditional rulers are also involved in the act. Currently, a monarch is under investigation for his alleged involvement with the insurgent group. It is on record that it was latter learnt that the reason for the investigation of the monarch was connected with his alleged funding and remittances aimed at halting Ogwuche’s extradition (Vanguard, 15th June, 2014) from Sudan to Nigeria. It is quite disheartening to take politics to such a detestable level. Agreed that

Politics is inextricably linked to the phenomena of conflict and cooperation. On the one hand, the existence of rival opinions, different wants, competing needs and opposing interests’ guarantee disagreements about the rules under which people live. On the other hand, people recognize that, in order to influence these rules or ensure that they are upheld, they must work with others (Heywood 2007:4).

This makes politics useful, meaningful, progressive and beneficial to all. This form of conciliatory and concessionary politics is vital as it promotes close cooperation, shared values, and shared vision among stakeholders toward sustainable development (Senge 2010 cited in Srimat et. al., 2013:131) that enhances a secured social order that is capable of defeating internal and external security threats. It also facilitates dialogue-based relationship among the various actors that will help in strengthening values like sympathy and empathy, as well as, contribute to knowledge and innovation (Zsolnai and Ims 2006 cited in Srimat et. al., 2013:131) essential for productive governance. This form of politics is not only developmental but vital because it eliminates most of the problems of unsustainability caused by poor communication between the various interconnected and interdependent facets (Wilbanks et al., 2007 cited in Srimat et al., 2013:131) of society.

Such interconnectivity and interdependence between the various tiers of governments, political actors and the citizens, the federal, state and local governments, the government in power and the opposition, the state and the private sector, and public institutions and the citizenry foster peace. It is sad to note that in Nigeria, this vital interconnection and interdependence between the different groups especially, between the tiers of government, the different political actors and the citizenry is grossly lacking. On the contrary, these different groups have to be connected for Nigeria to be integrated and capable of focused and coordinated action against insurgency that threatens her. In this case, if there is connectedness it will not only foster cohesion and develop the means of intervention that all state actors need but are to ally withsociety as force cannot be the only means of state power and, therefore, state actors do have to make concession (Scott and Marshall 2005:633) by discarding their self interest for national goal.

The unwillingness of most northern politicians and traditional institutions in the region to support the federal government in the campaign against insurgency as the local (youths) civilian JTF are doing, may not be unconnected with the fear of alienating northern supporters (ICG 2014:33). This problem is not unconnected with the failure of the government to adequately protect her citizens. If the state had been able to protect its own in spite of the new twist to the campaign against the government by a few sectionist that the federal government is killing Muslims in the name of fighting terrorism as falsely claimed by the memo written by MurtalaNyako, the Adamawa State governor to the northern governors’ forum (Punch 22nd June, 2014; Thiday April, 19th, 2014; Daily Post April, 28th, 2014 and Vanguard April 20th, 2014) the local people would still have been connected to the state. Despite the sectional division, the governors have not failed to echo loudly their call for increased security vote in their yearly budget under the pretext of containing insurgency in their various states (Premium Times 2014).

The insurgency threat has give rise to the ‘security vote syndrome’ in Nigeria. Security votes are funds unconstitutionally appropriated at all levels of government in Nigeria for the purpose of enhancing national security(Vanguard 2013).While there is no clear basis for allocating such huge sum as security votes, the tendency seems to be that such security votes are constantly on the increase (Obiomaka et al., 2010:26). Although:

section 14(b) of the 1999 Constitution states that the security and welfare of the people shall be the primary purpose of the government. Nowhere did the section or any other part of the statute book state that there shall be a pool of fund called security vote...It is estimated that on the average, a Nigerian governor gets a minimum of N300 million per
month as security vote—a sum enough to pay the minimum wage of N18,000 of more than 16,000 Nigerians. It is also believed that some states allegedly set about N700 million as security vote per month (Vanguard 2013).

This unwholesome practice is not limited to the states under insurgency threat. Although its practice is much more pronounced in those states, it is a nationwide practice whereby state governors now easily misappropriate public money under the guise of enhancing national security (Obiomaka et al., 2010:14) considering that it is not subject to accountability neither is it demanded nor given (Vanguard 2013). The likely reason that account for this is the obvious fact that the former old mode of outrightly stealing public funds has lost its charm, because such flagrant appropriation of public funds is easy to trace, retrieved and punished appropriately. To avoid such checks and possible exposure, political office holders in Nigeria have resorted to diverting public funds through the instrumentality of security votes. Despite the rise in security votes, the paradox is that over the past few years, the Boko-Haram sect appears to have increased their capability (Eme and Anyandike 2013:26).

Another challenge that undermined state capacity to eradicate insurgency is rooted on the initial tactics adopted by the government in solving the problem. In the management of conflict the government can either be proactive or reactive. In most instances, the Nigerian government has been mostly reactive to events even when it had prior information of a brewing crisis situation. It is unfortunate to note that even when she had information that the BH was stockpiling arms the government initially ignored the reports on the sects prior to 2009 (Alao et al., 2013:5). Little wonder that the escalation of insurgency attacks in early 2010 caught the government flat-footed (ICG 2014:30). The Nigerian state has over the years, proven to both critics and proponents of the state that she is a country with a very poor record of managing internal crisis. This is evident in the carefree manner it initially responded to the BH issue. It was only when violent attacks by the BH became persistent that the government began to scramble to quell the threat using repression which include arrest, detention, proscription of the group, declaration of emergency rule in part of the north, and killing of the sect’s members (Aghedo and Eke 2013:98&Agbibo 2013:79) as well as the enactment of anti-insurgency legislation.

Although the government has relied majorly on the use of coercive force, in recent times, she somewhat soft pedaled to the calls in some quarters to consider the option of dialogue (Kantiok, 2013), grant of amnesty, or even to compensate some members of the group that had suffered losses due to Nigerian security agencies high-handedness. In response to this call, the government set up a committee to dialogue with the group but sadly, nothing reasonable came out of it. Similarly, the government made efforts to address the socio-economic issue that was presumed to invigorate insurgency; that is, injustice, inequality, poverty, infrastructural decay and unemployment. It was to resolve in part these problems that the federal government launched the multi-billion naira Northeast Development Programme in early 2014, the question however remains whether corruption will allow this plan to succeed.

It is estimated that about $6 billion (BusinessDay, Thursday June 5th, 2014) has been spent to fight insurgency but the result is awkwardly dismal. The question then is what is the impact corruption on interagency effort to eradicate insurgency? Administratively, this can be seen in the lack of effective agency control and connectedness. Control is about influence essential for orderly movement of the actions and behaviours of individuals or groups in the performance of their duty. It connotes discipline and the ability to abide within the boundaries set by the law. To strengthen and ensure better intra and inter organizational coordination and synergy in a network relationship, potentials adopting appropriate control (Sriram et al., 2013:125) measures especially where information sharing (Stoll, et. al., 2012:1) and cooperation is needed to foster strong bonds of interdependence between allied organizations. Network relationship can only be strengthened by creating information ecosystem that that allows different agencies working on similar task to coordinate and share information (Stoll, et. al., 2012:1). Aside from the above, control engenders harmony and compliance to constituted authority and these are key dynamic property of connectedness (Sriram, et. al., 2013:133) which promote sustainable (Sriram et al., 2013:124) action and success.

Connectedness refers to the internal relationships of actors and components dependencies between stakeholders, units within and outside the organization, local networks of trust, formal and informal associations, social networks, knowledge spillovers, patterns of mobility within and from outside the network (Sriram et al., 2013:124). Its absence in interagency or allied agencies has consequences for low motivation, distrust, poor communication, institutional flaws (ICG 2014:33) conflicting personal or group interest that in the end hampers the achievement desired of goals. Opportunistic behaviour that arise from as a result of its absence is better captured by the agency theory. The theory sees the relationship between the principal and the agent as contractual one which involves delegation of some decision making authority to the agent (Luhman and Cunilffe, 2012:1 and Law 2006:21) by the principal. The relationship between the state and the agent is one of the oldest and commonest codified modes of social interactions (Ross, 1973:12). Interior to the theory is the problem of opportunistic behaviours by the agent which raises the concerns of drawing up a contract that permits the agent’s performance to be measured and incentivized so that the agent act with the interest of the principal in mind (Luhman and Cunilffe, 2012:1).
This concern is heightened because of the problem of information asymmetry ad hidden agenda on the part of the agent which is hard to decipher by the principal in the process of decision making under certainty. Ironically, this condition has consequence for adverse selection, moral hazards and opportunism by the agent. Opportunistic behaviours include shirking, systematic soldiering or working at less than optimal efficiency (Pass, et. al., 2005:416) corrupt practices, collusion extortion, wage theft, and free riding (Mbaku, 2008). These are easily engaged in by agents given that the principal cannot effectively monitor control the agent (Pass, et. al., 2005:416) because they are far remote from each other. More so, because interest differ (Oxford, 2003:439), the agent has hidden agenda (Pass, et. al., 2005:416), these difference permits the agent to act in ways that do not always maximize the welfare of the principal (Law, 2006:21) an is responsible for increasing agency cost (Varese, 2003:439). Resolving this problem calls for proper motivation which on the long-run resolves the problem of opportunistic behaviours, reduces agency cost and it guarantees the realization of pareto efficiency (Ross, 1973:139) of interest where both parties to the contract are winners. Failure to ensure this balance permits corruption to thrive in the execution of public function which in turn weakens connectedness.

The frail interagency connectedness has continued to affect the focus of the various security agencies (Blanchard 2014:9) as reflected in-fighting between top military officers, collusion and sabotage with the Boko-Haram (Daily Sun, September 1st, 2014:9; Vanguard, October 11, 2014) by some officer who inform thesect about military intended operational plans against Boko-Haram cells, and diversion of funds meant for the successful execution of the anti-insurgency campaign to personal use by top military officers. Others are thenon-remittance of monies due to the foot-soldiers, or in some cases, the underpayment (of N1000 instead of N1500 daily allowance) of troops on the ground (Daily Sun Newpaper, 11th June, 2014), inadequate and the use of obsolete equipment by the military compared to those used by Boko-Haram, selling of military hard wares to Boko-Haram. All these are evidence of opportunistic and corrupt behaviours.

The government (executive and legislature) in striving to maintain social order which has been disrupted by insurgent activities required to appropriately allocate funds that will aid her institutions to rightly confront such disruptive forces. It does not make any sense if budgetary allocation is made and such funds do not get to where they are needed and used for the purpose budgeted for. While monies had been, the corresponding poaching on those funds allocated for combating insurgency did not help the cause of exterminate insurgency. It is equally sad to note that funds released to acquire equipment and for maintaining personnel welfare are systematically been skimmed off at the top (Blanchard 2014:9). This contravenes the functionalist requirement of the state to curb insurgeny and protect the people. To appropriately uphold order and deliver social stability, funding must align with, and strengthen organizational capacity of those state agencies to perform their responsibility rightly. In essence, the state must not only provide, protect and ensure that such funds are judiciously used, but must enforce its accountability so as facilitate connectedness within and among the agencies involved in restoring social order.

Real connectedness induces the concord of interest and functionality. It also demands that funding should align with assigned responsibility, ensuring its proper use and accountability; this is necessary, and in part, forms the basic dimension of an agency relationship (Law 2006:6). This is indispensable considering that different actors are involved and that they have different interests that are likely to be expressed in conflicting preferences (Scott and Marshall 2005:632), if it is not properly controlled it is detrimental to the attainment of the goal being pursued. The failure to build-on and entrench the ideals of connectedness has allowed these differences to deepened as each agency wants to illegally have a share of the funds appropriated for curbing insurgency; despite the consequence that such opportunistic behaviours may have on the society. This is the main problem that has undermined Nigeria’s capacity to effectively stamp out insurgency thereby necessitating the government to seek for external assistance. It is disheartening to note that since 2009 to date the federal budgeted allocation for combating insurgency has been on the increase yet, the successes recorded is low compared to the about $6 billion of public funds spent for the purpose in just four years with an unimpressive outcome to show for it.

5. Conclusion

It is quite obvious that failure to contain corruption makes it difficult to maintain social order even in the face of the use of repressive force. Despite government’s repressive response to the Boko-Haram question the government nonetheless scrabbled together and launched a multi-billion naira northeast development plan aimed at improving infrastructure, boosting the economy, creating jobs, and eradicating poverty in the region. Whether this plan will be followed through remain a mystery for now. Although this initiative is to help resolve some of the reasons attributed to be the cause of insurgency in the northeast, government has however failed to combat corruption which is the root cause of poverty, inequality and deprivation for most Nigerians. The inability to contain corruption has permitted it to resurface in the opportunistic behaviour by the agent and is the cause of institutional inefficiency that has undermined the state’s capacity
to perform her responsibilities protecting the people effectively. It is therefore recommended that, to curb insurgency, drastic political effort must be made by the government to address institutional corruption (Manni 2012:50) and improve the economy which is vital for sustainandenhanced human security.
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